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have a list of tables (tab1, tab2, tab3) and I want to create a new table from this list. How do I do it with a single statement?
Eg. I want to do something like CREATE TABLE tab1_tab3 AS SELECT * FROM tab1, tab3; How do I define "tab1", "tab3" and

"tab1_tab3" in my statement? A: You can't do that in a single query. If you have a list of tables, you need to loop over that list
in an iterative statement. Something like: select * into mytable from table1 union all select * from table2 union all select *

from table3; If you simply want all tables from a database, then just use select * into mytable from
information_schema.tables; If you want a mix of the two, then you can do the select into the first one, then the next

statement is a select from all of the other tables. select * into mytable from table1 select * from table2 union select * from
table3 union select * from table4 etc. Fibromyalgia: a neurologic disorder? Fibromyalgia (FM) is a chronic pain disorder of
unknown etiology. In contrast to chronic pain syndromes that are predominantly of central origin, FM is associated with

muscle tenderness and, in many patients, stiffness. The primary symptoms of FM are generalized fatigue, diffuse
musculoskeletal pain, headache, and depression
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Localization with aspect in Java I have the following
question about localization of my application in Java. The
problem is a bit specific and I hope someone can help me.

My application have 3 parts, 1 for user, and 1 for admin. My
user part is a class called UserPanel and is used for basic
input and output. The other two parts are quite like a cat

and mouse game. My admin part access a database
through a java EJB. When the admin part wants to add

something in the database, it creates an object containing
this data, and send it to the UserPanel. Question : how can I

localize this part? How can I override the English for
example if the admin part uses the Dutch language? I tried
to use the localization package but it didn't seem to work. I
also considered to localize only the user part, but it is not a
solution, because the Admin part uses the JPA and when I

try to execute a find the user isn't found. So the admin part
should be able to check to find my user without checking

the database. What is the best solution to localize my
application in Java? Is there a tutorial for Java localization

somewhere? Thanks for your time, Olivier PS : before
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someone tell me what is the importance of the name space
for my classes, they are separated in 2 packages. A: Use

JavabeanLocator. It is useful in your case. It will take care of
translation of the fields if you configure the BeanLocator to

use the I18nPropertySource. You can do this easily by
configuring the bean locator to use the Locale of your main

app and then assigning the desired locale to the
I18nPropertySource of the bean locator. Check the

documentation for more 648931e174
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